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Abstract
We consider the class of primitive stochastic n  n matrices A, whose exponent is at least
b.n2 − 2n C 2/=2c C 2. It is known that for such an A, the associated directed graph has cycles
of just two different lengths, say k and j with k > j , and that there is an  between 0 and 1
such that the characteristic polynomial of A is n − n−j − .1 − /n−k . In this paper,
we prove that for any m > n, if  6 1=2, then kAmCk − Amk1 6 kAm − 1wTk1, where
1 is the all-ones vector and wT is the left-Perron vector for A, normalized so that wT1 D 1.
We also prove that if j > n=2; n > 31 and  > .−9 C 3p17/=4, then kAmCj − Amk1 6
kAm − 1wTk1 for all sufficiently large m. Both of these results lead to lower bounds on the
rate of convergence of the sequence Am. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and preliminaries
An n  n matrix A with nonnegative entries is primitive provided that for some
m 2 N, each entry of Am is positive. The smallest such m is called the exponent of
A, and is denoted by exp.A/. There is a good deal of work on exponents of primitive
matrices; for instance, Section 3.5 of Brualdi and Ryser [1] indicates some of the
directions in which the work on exponents has proceeded. In particular, a celebrated
result of Wielandt [7] states that exp.A/ 6 n2 − 2n C 2  wn.
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While primitivity is a combinatorial property (it depends only on the placement of
the positive entries within A, not on the sizes of those positive entries) it has some im-
portant algebraic consequences. Specifically, the remarkable Perron–Frobenius the-
orem asserts that a primitive matrix has an algebraically simple positive eigenvalue
(the Perron value) which strictly dominates the modulus of any other eigenvalue, and
that corresponding to the Perron value there are left and right eigenvectors (called
left and right Perron vectors, respectively) in which every entry is positive.
An n  n nonnegative matrix is stochastic if it has the property that each of its
rows sums to 1. If the stochastic matrix A is also primitive, then it turns out that
its Perron value is 1, its right Perron vector is the all-ones vector 1, and that as
m ! 1, the sequence of powers Am converges to the positive rank one matrix 1wT,
where wT is the left Perron vector normalized so that wT1 D 1. Further, the rate of
convergence of this sequence of powers is governed by the subdominant eigenvalues
of A, that is, by the eigenvalue (or eigenvalues) of A having next largest modulus
after the Perron value 1. We remark that a standard result from the theory of primitive
matrices asserts that any primitive matrix is diagonally similar (via a diagonal matrix
with positive diagonal entries) to a positive scalar multiple of a primitive stochastic
matrix; see [2] for a proof. Thus any study of primitive stochastic matrices enhances
our understanding of general primitive matrices.
Each stochastic matrix can be thought of as the transition matrix for a Markov
chain (see [6] for an exposition of the basics on Markov chains) and the convergence
of the sequence Am is at the heart of a convergence theorem for Markov chains whose
transition matrix is primitive: the sequence of distributions in the chain always con-
verges to wT, regardless of the initial distribution vector for the chain. In this context,
the vector wT is sometimes known as the stationary distribution for the chain.
Given that primitivity is a combinatorial condition which has some significant
algebraic consequences, one might wonder whether a combinatorial notion of a
matrix being “primitive, but not very primitive” could also yield some algebraic
insight. That idea is investigated in [4], where it is shown that if A is a primitive
n  n stochastic matrix such that exp.A/ > b.wn/=2c C 2, then roughly half of A’s
eigenvalues have modulus larger than a quantity γn, where the sequence γn converges
to 1 as n ! 1. Thus for large values of n, we find that while the powers of such
a matrix A do converge, the rate of convergence is quite slow. We remark that this
same class of matrices is also studied in [5]; there the authors show that the stationary
distribution vector is quite stable under perturbations of the transition matrix. In this
paper, we continue our study of the class of primitive n  n stochastic matrices A
such that exp.A/ > b.wn/=2c C 2, this time focusing on the nature of the sequence
of powers Am.
The following proposition collects some useful results on the class of matrices in
which we are interested.
Proposition 1. Let A be a primitive stochastic n  n matrix such that exp.A/ >
b.wn/=2c C 2. We have the following conclusionsV
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(a) Lewin and Vitek T3U: In the directed graph associated with A; there are cycles of
just two different lengths; k and j with n > k > j and gcd.k; j/ D 1. Further;
exp.A/ 6 n C j .k − 2/; so that in particular; j > .n − 1/=2.
(b) Kirkland T4U: There is an  2 .0; 1/ such that the characteristic polynomial of A
is n − n−j − .1 − /n−k ; where k and j are as in .a/.
(c) Kirkland and Neumann T5U: Each entry in the stationary vector wT for A is
bounded above by 1=.j C .1 − /k/; where ; j and k are as in .b/.
Part (b) of Proposition 1 suggests that there may be some structure to the sequence
of powers Am. From the Cayley–Hamilton theorem, we find that An D An−j C
.1 − /An−k , so that in particular, for any m > n, if  is close to 0, then Am will be
close to AmCk , while if  is close to 1, then Am will be close to AmCj . The main
results of this paper are precisely in this direction; they establish conditions on 
under which Am is closer to one of AmCk and AmCj than it is to the limit matrix
1wT. As a consequence, we also produce lower bounds on the rate of convergence
of Am to 1wT.
It is well known (see [6] for example) that if a stochastic matrix A is irreducible
(i.e. for each pair of indices a; b, there is an m 2 N such that the .a; b/ entry of Am
is positive) but not primitive, then there is an integer p > 2 such that the powers of A
do not converge, but instead they are asymptotically cyclic with period p; it turns out
that p is the gcd of the lengths of the cycles in the directed graph associated with A.
So for an irreducible imprimitive stochastic matrix A, while Am does not converge to
1wT, we do have the weaker result that as m ! 1; .AmCp − Am/ ! 0. Our results
in the present paper are in somewhat the same spirit, since they establish conditions
which imply that if A is primitive but has large exponent, then there is an integer p,
determined by the directed graph associated with A, such that asymptotically, Am is
closer to AmCp than it is to 1wT.
We remark that in measuring how close two matrices are, we will use the matrix
norm k  k1, which is induced by the l1-norm on column vectors, j  j1. That is, for
an n  n matrix T ; kT k1 D maxx =D0 jT xj1=jxj1 D max16a6n PnbD1 jtabj. This is
quite natural, since in this setting, each stochastic matrix has norm 1; we note in
particular that the quantity kAm − 1wTk1 measures how close the rows of Am are
to the vector wT.
Throughout this paper, we will use some of the standard results on nonnegative
matrices, and on the directed graphs associated with them. The reader is referred to
[1,2] for the appropriate background.
2. Main results
In the sequel, we will take A to be a primitive n  n stochastic matrix such
that exp.A/ > b.wn/=2c C 2. The vector wT will be used to denote the station-
ary distribution vector for A – i.e. the left Perron vector of A, normalized so that
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wT1 D 1. As in Proposition 1(a), the lengths of the cycles in the directed graph
associated with A will be denoted by k and j with the convention that k > j . The
parameter  will be that which arises in part (b) of Proposition 1. It is straightfor-
ward to show that  D PQjiD1.aviviC1/, where the sum is taken over all distinct
j-cycles 1 ! 2 !    ! j ! 1  jC1 in the directed graph of A. In [5] it is
shown that in fact trace.Aj / D j and that trace.Ak/ D k.1 − /. Note that if  is
near 1, then in some sense the matrix A places more weight on the j-cycles in the
associated directed graph, while if  is near 0, then A places more weight on the
k-cycles. Consequently, the value of  is a natural guide in determining whether to
look for a result of the form “Am is close to AmCj ” (which should correspond to
large ) or of the form “Am is close to AmCk” (which should correspond to small
).
Our first result shows in particular that if  6 1=2, then Am is closer to AmCk than
it is to 1wT.
Theorem 1. For each m > n we have kAmCk − Amk1 6 2kAm − 1wTk1 and
kAmCj − Amk1 6 2.1 − /kAmCj−k − 1wTk1. In particular; if  6 1=2; then
kAmCk − Amk1 6 kAm − 1wTk1 for m > n:
Proof. From the Cayley–Hamilton theorem, we have An − An−j − .1 − / An−k
D 0 so that for each m > n, Am D Am−j C .1 − /Am−k . Multiplying this last
equation by Ak and rearranging yields AmCk − Am D .AmCk−j − Am/. Next, we
observe that AmCk−j − Am D .Ak−j − I/Am D .Ak−j −I/.Am−1wT/. It now fol-
lows that kAmCk − Amk1 6 kAk−j − Ik1kAm − 1wTk1. The matrix Ak−j is
stochastic (since A is) and has zero diagonal since the directed graph of A contains
only cycles of lengths k and j, while k − j cannot be represented as a nonnega-
tive integral combination of k and j. Thus, each row of Ak−j − I contains a single
−1 (corresponding to the diagonal entry) while the remaining entries are nonneg-
ative and sum to 1. Consequently, kAk−j − Ik1 D 2 so that kAmCk − Amk1 6
2kAm − 1wTk1; in particular kAmCk − Amk1 6 kAm − 1wTk1 when  6 1=2.
The other inequality is established by observing that AmCj − Am D .1 − /.Am −
AmCj−k/ D .1 − /.Ak−j − I/.AmCj−k − 1wT/ and arguing similarly. 
The following result exploits the connection between the (induced) l1-norm
k  k1 for matrices and the l1-norm j  j1 for row vectors.
Corollary 1. There is an index i with 1 6 i 6 n and an increasing; unbounded
sequence of natural numbers mt such that for each t 2 N; jeTi AmtCk − eTi Amt j1 6
2jeTi Amt − wTj1. In particular; if  6 1=2; then jeTi AmtCk − eTi Amt j1 6 jeTi Amt −
wTj1 for t 2 N.
Proof. From Theorem 1, we see that for each m, there is an index a such
that jeTa Am − wTj1 D kAm − 1wTk1 > kAmCk − Amk1 > jeTa AmCk − eTa Amj1. In
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particular for some index, say i, we have jeTi AmCk − eTi Amj1 6 jeTi Am − wTj1 for
infinitely many natural numbers m. The result now follows. 
Remark. Corollary 1 has the following interpretation in terms of Markov chains:
there is an initial distribution xT0 for the chain (namely eTi ) such that the subsequence
of the chain given by xTmt D xT0 Amt has the property that each xTmt is closer (in the
l1-vector norm) to xTmtCk than it is to the limiting distribution for the chain wT.
Theorem 1 also yields the following lower bound in terms of  on the convergence
of Am to 1wT.
Corollary 2. Suppose that m > 2k and write m as m D lk C s; where l D bm=kc
and 0 6 s 6 k − 1. If  < 1=2; then




.1 − 2/l−2kA2kCs − 1wTk1 if s < n − k;
.1 − 2/l−1kAkCs − 1wTk1 if s > n − k:
Proof. For each i such that ik C s > n; we have kA.iC1/kCs − 1wTk1 > kAikCs −
1wTk1 − kA.iC1/kCs − AikCsk1 > .1 − 2/kAikCs − 1wTk1, the last inequality
following from the fact that kA.iC1/kCs − AikCsk1 6 2kAikCs − 1wTk1. The
result now follows by induction on l. 
Theorem 1 gives us some fairly concrete information for the case that  6 1=2,
and it is tempting to think that there is an analogous result for  > 1=2, namely
that for such an  and sufficiently large m; kAmCj − Amk1 6 kAm − 1wTk1. The
following example shows that this is not the case.




0 0 0 1 −  
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
3
7775 ;
where  2 .0; 1/ will be chosen below. Evidently we have n D 5; k D 4; j D 3 and
exp.A/ D 11 > 10 D b.w5/=2c C 2. Let  D 4=7 and let r be the unique positive
solution to the equation −r4 sin.3/ C r3 sin.4/ D sin./. The computed value of
r is approximately 0.8732 (this computation was done on MATLAB, as were all the
others in this paper). Now we select  D r3 sin.4/= sin./ (which is approximately
0.5339), and we find by considering the real and imaginary parts of the charac-
teristic equation that  D rei is an eigenvalue of A; computing the remaining
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eigenvalues of that matrix, we find that they are given by 1; 0; N and −0:6114
(approximately). In particular,  and N are the subdominant eigenvalues of A. Let
x and y be right and left -eigenvectors of A , respectively, normalized so that
yx D 1. Then for large values of m, we find that kAmC3 − Am k1 is asymptotic to
k2 Refm.3 − 1/xygk1, while kAm − 1wTk1 is asymptotic to k2 Refmxygk1.
Computing the ratio
k2 Ref.3 − 1/xygk1
k2 Refxygk1 ;
we find that it is approximately 1.0570. Further, since the argument of  is  D 4=7,
we have that for any t 2 N,
k2 Ref7tC1.3 − 1/xygk1
k2 Ref7tC1xygk1 D
k2 Ref.3 − 1/xygk1
k2 Refxygk1 :
Thus it follows that as t ! 1;
kA7tC4 − A7tC1 k1
kA7tC1 − 1wTk1
approaches 1.0570. In particular, for infinitely many m we have the inequatlity
kAmC3 − Am k1 > kAm − 1wTk1.
While the previous example illustrated failure of the inequality kAmCj − Amk1 6
kAm − 1wTk1 for  approximately 0.5339, our next example shows that in fact the
inequality can fail for much larger values of .




0  0 0 1 − 
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
3
7775 for 0 <  < 1:
For all such  we have n D k D 5; j D 2 and exp.B/ D 10 D b.w5/=2c C 2. The
characteristic polynomial for B is given by 5 − 3 − .1 − /; we begin by dis-
cussing the roots of this equation. Let r0 D .1=3/f.25=2/1=3 − 101=3 C 2g and let
0 D .5=3/r20 (computations give the approximate values of r0 and 0 as 0.7221 and
0.8691, respectively). Note that r0 is the unique positive solution to 2r5 C 5r2 D 3.
It is tedious (but not impossible) to establish the following facts, the proofs are
omitted in order to avoid taxing the reader’s patience.
(i) For 0 <  < 0 the matrix B has distinct eigenvalues, consisting of 1 (the Per-
ron value), a complex conjugate pair of subdominant eigenvalues  and N with
arguments in the intervals .4=5; / and .; 6=5/ respectively, and another
conjugate pair of eigenvalues with arguments in the intervals .2=5; =2/ and
.3=2; 8=5/.
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(ii) B0 has four distinct eigenvalues, consisting of 1, the subdominant eigenvalue
−r0 with algebraic multiplicity 2 and geometric multiplicity 1, and one com-
plex conjugate pair with arguments in the intervals .2=5; =2/ and .3; 8=5/.
(iii) for 0 <  < 1 the matrix B again has distinct eigenvalues, consisting of 1,
the subdominant eigenvalue −r1 < −r0, another negative eigenvalue −r2 >
−r0 and one complex conjugate pair with arguments in the intervals .2=5;=2/
and .3; 8=5/.
We claim that there is a sequence m in (0, 0) such that m converges to 0,
and such that for all sufficiently large m, we have the inequality kBpC2m − Bp k1 >
kBp − 1wTk1 for infinitely many p. We construct this sequence as follows. Let
m D .m − 1/=m, and let rm be the unique positive solution to −r5 sin.2m/ C
r2 sin.5m/ D sin.3m/. Taking m D r2m sin.5m/= sin.3m/, it can be shown that
the matrix Bm has rmeim as a pair of subdominant eigenvalues. The eigenpro-
jection matrix Em corresponding to the eigenvalue m D rmeim can be written as
Em D 1=.54m − 34m/xy, where
x D T4m 3m 2m m 1UT
and
y D T1 m .2m − m/ m.2m − m/ 2m.2m − m/U:
As in the previous example, we find that for all sufficiently large p; kBpC2m − Bpmk1
is asymptotic to k2 Refpm.2m − 1/Emgk1, while kBpm − 1wTk1 is asymptotic to
k2 RefpEmgk1.
Next, we use the Taylor series for sine to find that rm D r0 C O.m−2/, which in
turn allows us to express m D r2m sin.5m/= sin.3m/ as m D .5=3/r20 .1 − .8=3/
.m−2// C O.m−3/. We use these expressions, along with the Taylor series for sine
and cosine in some gruelling calculations which establish the following:
k2 RefmC1m .2m − 1/Emgk1
k2 RefmC1Emgk1
D 12 − 6r0 C 68r
2
0 C 74r30 − 8r50 C 4r60
12 C 6r0 C 44r20 C 32r30 C 20r40
C O.m−1/
 1:2329 C O.m−1/:
In particular, we see that for all sufficiently large m; k2 RefmC1m .2m − 1/Emgk1 >
k2 RefmC1m Emgk1. Further, since m has argument m D .m − 1/=m, we find that
for all t 2 N;
k2 ReftmC1m .2m − 1/Emgk1
k2 ReftmC1Emgk1 D
k2 RefmC1m .2m − 1/Emgk1
k2 RefmC1Emgk1 :
It now follows that for all sufficiently large m and each t 2 N, we have kBtmC3m −
BtmC1m k1 > kBtmC1m − 1wTk1. In particular for all such m; kBpC2m − Bpmk1 >
kBpm − 1wTk1 for infinitely many p.
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Finally, suppose that 0 6  < 1, and let −r denote the (negative) subdominant
eigenvalue of B . A straightforward argument (using Jordan form, say) then estab-
lishes that
kBpC2 − Bp k1
kBp − 1wTk1
! .1 − r2/
as p ! 1, so that in particular, kBpC2 − Bp k1 < kBp − 1wTk1 for all suffi-
ciently large p. Indeed the same technique shows that for each 1 6 i 6 5;
kBpC1 − Bp k1
kBp − 1wTk1
! .1 − .−r/i/
as p ! 1. Hence we find that for all sufficiently large p;
kBpC2 − Bp k1 < kBpC4 − Bp k1 < kBp − 1wTk1 < kBpC1 − Bp k1
< kpC3 − Bp k1 < kBpC5 − Bp k1:
Examples 1 and 2 lead one to wonder what sort of hypotheses are needed in
order to conclude that kAmCj − Amk1 6 kAm − 1wTk1 for all sufficiently large
m, and much of remainder of this section is devoted to addressing this question.
Certainly, Example 2 shows that in general, we may need a fairly large value of
, but the technique of that example also serves to illustrate the level of technical
detail necessary for an approach to have such a result using eigenprojection matrices.
Though we have some knowledge of the eigenvalues of a primitive stochastic A with
large exponent (via the characteristic equation in Proposition 1(b)), we have little
information on the corresponding eigenvectors, so that an approach to the problem
using eigenprojections does not appear to be very promising. For this reason, in
searching for a result of the type kAmCj − Amk1 6 kAm − 1wTk1, we will use
both combinatorial and analytic tools.
It will eventually be shown that the sequence xi D kAnCij − 1wTk1 satisfies the
relation xiC2 > xiC1 − .1 − /xi for each i > 0. That fact motivates the first two
of our lemmas.
Lemma 1. Suppose that 1 >  > 2.
p
2 − 1/  0:8284; and that we have a se-
quence of positive numbers xi satisfying xiC2 > xiC1 − .1 − /xi for each i > 0.
If x1=x0 > . −
p
2 C 4 − 4/=2; then either xiC1=xi converges to .Cp
2 C 4 − 4/=2 as i ! 1; or 9i0 such that if i > i0; then xiC1=xi >
. C p2 C 4 − 4/=2.
Proof. We begin by observing that the roots of the equation z2 D z − .1 − /
are given by .  p2 C 4 − 4=2. Suppose first that for some i 2 N; xiC1=xi >
. C p2 C 4 − 4/=2/. Then




2 C 4 − 4






2 C 4 − 4

=2:
Thus we see that if 9i0 such that xi0C1=xi0 > . C
p
2 C 4 − 4/=2, then necessar-
ily xiC1=xi > . C
p
2 C 4 − 4/=2 for any i > i0.
Now suppose that for each i 2 N; xiC1=xi < . C
p
2 C 4 − 4/=2. We claim
that if for some i we have xiC1=xi > . −
p
2 C 4 − 4/=2, then xiC2=xiC1 >
xiC1=xi . To see the claim, observe that xiC2=xiC1 >  − .1 − /xi=xiC1 > xiC1=xi ,
the last inequality following from the fact that xiC1=xi is between the roots of the
equation z2 D z − .1 − /. Thus we find from the claim and the hypothesis x1=x0 >
. − p2 C 4 − 4/=2, that the sequence xiC1=xi is nondecreasing and bounded
above. Hence xiC1=xi converges to a limit l. Necessarily we have l2 > l − .1 − /,
and l > x1=x0 > . −
p
2 C 4 − 4/=2. Consequently, it must be the case that l >
. C p2 C 4 − 4/=2; this fact, coupled with the assumption that xiC1=xi < . Cp
2 C 4 − 4/=2 for all i now yields the conclusion l D . C p2 C 4 − 4/=2.





 C p2 C 4 − 4
2
< 1:
Proof. The inequality can be rearranged to yield 6.1 − / − 2 < p2 C 4 − 4,
and the left-hand side is nonpositive if  > .−6 C p60/=2  0:8730, in which case
we are done. If the left-hand side is positive, then squaring and simplifying leads to
the equivalent inequality . − 1/.22 C 9 − 9/ < 0. The result now follows. 
Lemma 3. Suppose that S  f1; : : : ; ng; and let zS be the n-vector with 1’s in po-
sitions corresponding to elements of S and 0’s elsewhere. Let m 2 N; and suppose
that for some vertex i in the directed graph associated with A; there is no walk of
length m from i to any vertex in S. Then kAm − 1wTk1 > 2wTzS .
Proof. Let y D 2zS − 1, and note that y has 1’s in positions corresponding to S and
−1’s elsewhere. Note that kAm − 1wTk1 > j.Am − 1wT/yj1 D 2j.Am − 1wT/
zS j1 D 2jAmzS − 1.wTzS/j1. Since there is no walk of length m from vertex i
to any vertex of S, we see that the ith entry of AmzS is 0. Thus we find that
2jAmzS − 1.wTzS/j1 > 2wTzS , which yields the desired result. 
The following result and its corollary give a lower bound on kAnCj − 1wTk1
which plays a key role in the proof of Theorem 3.
Theorem 2. Suppose that j > n=2 and that k > 6. Then kAnCj − 1wTk1 > 2.k C
j − n − 6/=j .
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Proof. Consider a k-cycle in the directed graph of A, without loss of generali-
ty we take it to be 1 ! 2 !    ! k ! 1. From the Cayley–Hamilton theorem
it follows that AnCj D An C .1 − /An−kCj D 2An−j C .1 − /An−k C .1 −
/An−kCj , so we find that there is a walk from vertex 1 to a vertex i of length n C j
if and only if there is a walk from 1 to i of length n − j; n − k or n − k C j .
Suppose that i 2 f1; : : : ; kg and that there is a walk from 1 to i of length n C j .
There are three possible cases.
(i) There is a walk from 1 to i of length n − j : Since there is a walk from i to 1
of length k − i C 1, we see that vertex 1 is on a closed walk of length n − j C k −
i C 1 6 k C j . Hence n − j C k − i C 1 is either j; k; 2j or k C j , from which we
deduce that i 2 fn − 2j C k C 1; n − j C 1; n − 3j C k C 1; n − 2j C 1g.
(ii) There is a walk from 1 to i of length n − k: Since there is a walk from i to 1
of length k − i C 1, we see that vertex 1 is on a closed walk of length n − k C k −
i C 1 D n − i C 1 6 n. Hence n − i C 1 is either j or k, so that i 2 fn − j C 1; n −
k C 1g.
(iii) There is a walk from 1 to i of length n − j C k: Since there is a walk from i to
1 of length k − i C 1, we see that vertex 1 is on a closed walk of length n C j − i C
1. Observe that since j < n C j − i C 1 6 3j , then necessarily n C j − i C 1 is one
of k; 2j; k C j; 2k or 3j . We then conclude that i 2 fn − k C j C 1; n − j C 1; n −
k C 1; n − 2k C j C 1; n − 2j C 1g.
Putting all three cases together, we see that if there is a walk from 1 to i of length
n C j , then i 2 fn − 2j C k C 1; n − j C 1; n − 3j C k C 1; n − 2j C 1; n − k
C 1; n − k C j C 1; n − 2k C j C 1g. Further, if i D n − 2j C 1, then n D 2j , and
we find from Proposition 1(a) that k D n − 1, which implies that n − 2k C j C 1 is
negative. It now follows that there are at most six possible indices i in f1; : : : ; kg
such that there is a walk from 1 to i of length n C j .
Consequently, there is a set S of cardinality at least k − 6 such that there is no walk
of length n C j from 1 to any vertex of S. Let zS be the n-vector with 1’s in positions
corresponding to S and 0’s elsewhere. By Lemma 3, we have kAnCj − 1wTk1 >
2wTzS . Now by Proposition 1(c), each entry of wT is bounded above by 1=.j C
.1 − /k/ < 1=j . Hence wT.1 − zS/ < .n C 6 − k/=j , which yields wTzS > .k C
j − n − 6/=j . The results now follows. 
Corollary 3. Suppose that j > n=2; and that n > 31. If  > .−9 C 3p17/=4; then
kAnCj − 1wTk1=kAn − 1wTk1 > . −
p
2 C 4 − 4/=2.
Proof. From Theorem 2 we have kAnCj − 1wTk1 > 2.k C j − n − 6/=j , and ev-
idently kAn − 1wTk1 6 2 since each of An and 1wT is stochastic. Thus, it is suffi-
cient to prove that .k C j − n − 6/=j > . − p2 C 4 − 4/=2; observe that since
. − p2 C 4 − 4/=2 is decreasing in , we will be done if we can prove that
.k C j − n − 6/=j > 0:28091, since the right member is an upper bound on . −p
2 C 4 − 4/=2 for .−9 C 3p17/=4 6  < 1.
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First, suppose that j > 0:582n C 2:91, and note 0:582n C 2:91 > .n C 5/=
1:71909. Since k > j C 1, we have .k C j − n − 6/=j > .2j − n − 5/=j D 2
− .n C 5/=j > 2 − .1:79109/ D 0:28091, as desired.
Now suppose that j 6 0:582n C 2:91, and note that the inequality .k C j − n −
6/=j > 0:28091 is equivalent to 0:71909j C k > n C 6. From Proposition 1(a), we
have n C j .k − 2/ > exp.A/ > b.wn/=2c C 2, which yields k > .n2 − 4n C 5/=
.2j/ C 2. Thus it is sufficient to prove that 0:71909j C .n2 − 4n C 5/.2j/ > n C 4.
An uninteresting calculation reveals that 0:71909j C .n2 − 4n C 5/=.2j/ is decreas-
ing as a function of j for n=2 6 j 6 0:582n C 2:91, provided that n > 19. Conse-
quently, it is enough to show that the inequality 0:71909j C .n2 − 4n C 5/=.2j/ >
n C 4 holds when j D 0:582n C 2:91. This last condition is equivalent to the in-
equality 0:323146n2 − 9:6045392n − 6:101348 > 0; the larger root of the quadratic
on the left-hand side is approximately 30.34415, and since n > 31, we see that the
condition holds.
Hence we have .k C j − n − 6/=j > 0:28091, and the result now follows. 
We now present our main result on the relationship between kAmCj − Amk1 and
kAm − 1wTk1
Theorem 3. Suppose that j > n=2; and that n > 31. If  > 0 D .−9 C 3
p
17/=4;
then for all sufficiently large m;
kAmCj − Amk1










< kAm − 1wTk1:
Proof. From the Cayley–Hamilton theorem we have An D An−j C .1 − /An−k ,
so that for each i > 0; AnC.iC2/j D AnC.iC1/j C .1 − /AnCijC2j−k . Conse-
quently,
kAnC.iC2/j − 1wTk1
D k.AnC.iC1/j − 1wT/ C .1 − /.AnCijC2j−k − 1wT/k1
> kAnC.iC1/j − 1wTk1 − .1 − /kAnCijC2j−k − 1wTk1
> kAnC.iC1/j − 1wTk1 − .1 − /kAnCij − 1wTk1;
the last since 2j > n > k. Letting xi D kAnCij − 1wTk1, we see that xiC2 > xiC1
−.1 − /xi for each i > 0, and from Corollary 3 we have x1=x0 >
. − p2 C 4 − 4/=2. Thus by Lemma 1, either xiC1=xi converges to .Cp
2 C 4 − 4/=2 as i ! 1, or 9i0 such that if i > i0, then xiC1=xi > .C
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p
2 C 4 − 4/=2. In either case we find that 9i1 such that if i > i1, then xiC1=xi >
.0 C
q
20 C 40 − 4/=2.
Next, suppose that m > n C j , say with m D n C aj C s for some 0 6 s 6 j −
1 and some nonnegative integer a. Then m C j − k > m C j − 2j > n C .a − 1/j
and m 6 n C .a C 1/j . Recalling that the induced infinity norm of any stochastic
matrix is 1, we thus have
kAmCj−k − 1wTk1 6 kAmCj−k−n−.a−1/jk1kAnC.a−1/j − 1wTk1 D xa−1
and
xaC1 D kAnC.aC1/j − 1wTk1
6 kAj−sk1kAnCajCs − 1wTk1
D ∥∥Am − 1wT∥∥1;
so that
kAmCj−k − 1wTk1 6 .xa−1=xaC1/kAm − 1wTk1:
In particular, if m > n C .i1 C 1/j then a > i1 C 1, so we see that





20 C 40 − 4
9>>>>>>;
2 ∥∥Am − 1wT∥∥1:
From Theorem 1 we have kAmCj − Amk1 6 2.1 − /kAmCj−k − 1wTk1, so we
see that if m > n C .i1 C 1/j , then
kAmCj − Amk1 6 2.1 − /kAmCj−k − 1wTk1





20 C 40 − 4
9>>>>>>;
2 ∥∥Am − 1wT∥∥1
< kAm − 1wTk1;
the last inequality following from Lemma 2. The result now follows. 
The following corollaries parallel Corollaries 1 and 2, respectively.
Corollary 4. Suppose that j > n=2; and that n > 31. If  > 0 D .−9 C 3
p
17/=4;
then there is an index i with 1 6 i 6 n and an increasing; unbounded sequence of
natural numbers mt such that for each t 2 N;
jeTi AmtCj − eTi Amt j1





20 C 40 − 4
9>>>>>>;
2 eTi Amt − wT1
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< jeTi Amt − wTj1:
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Corollary 1. 













Then there is a positive constant C such that for all m 2 N; kAm − 1wTk1 >
C.1 − /bm=jc:
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Corollary 2. 
3. Open problems
At the risk of asking more questions than we answer in this paper, we include a
few problems raised by the above results.
1. Observe that Theorem 3 does not cover the case that j D .n − 1/=2 (which ne-
cessitates k D n by Proposition 1(a)). Can a result be proved which asserts that
for j D .n − 1/=2, there is an n1 and an 1 such that if n > n1 and  > 1; then
for all sufficiently large m; kAmCj − Amk1 < kAm − 1wTk1?
2. What is the largest possible value of  such that kAmCk − Amk1 6 kAm − 1wTk1
whenever m > n? For all sufficiently large m?
3. Is it true that for each m > n, the quantity kAmCi − Amk1 is minimized over
1 6 i 6 n by either kAmCj − Amk1 or kAmCk − Amk1? It follows from the
Cayley–Hamilton theorem that for each such m,
kAmCk − Amk1 D kAmCk−j − Amk1 < kAmCk−j − Amk1;
so certainly kAmCk−j − Amk1 is not the minimizer. Further, for m > n, we also
have
kAmCj − Amk1 D .1 − /kAm−kCj − Amk1 > .1 − /kAmCk−j − Amk1:
This, together with the observation above, yields kAmCk − Amk1 6 .=.1 −
//kAmCj − Amk1. In particular, if  < 1=2; then kAmCk − Amk1 < kAmCj −
Amk1, and hence for such , kAmCj − Amk1 is not the minimizer either.
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